
Now That Ive Found You
Artist: Alison Krauss Tabs/Chords
Song: Now That Ive Found You Tab

Okay, disclaimer portion of submission:

When somebody requested "Now That I've Found You" by Alison Kraus and Union
Station, I thought, "Sure, I know that song" and thought I could sit down here
and write it right out. 

Nope.  I put the record on to pick up the key and found I had it all wrong.
Still  might have it wrong (corrections welcome)....

But, amateur as it is, here is my remedied version.  The whole piece is
f*ngerp*cked (censored for sensitive flatpicking subscribers to this list).  I
got not idee about tab so this is just a glorified chord progression.

Now..

BABY, NOW THAT I'VE FOUND YOU
(John Macleod and Tony Macaulay, 1994)

A Kraus         lead vox, fiddle, viola
R Block                 guitars, low tenor vox
A Steffey       mandolin, mandola
B Bales         acoustic bass
D Tyminski      baritone vocal
K Malone        conga

KEY (simplified)  capo 1, play D

Intro progression (fingerpicked)

D....D+C in bass....B in bass...+Bb in bass (walk down on 5th string, 3rd fret
to 1st)
D....E...G...A

D     D7                             G5maj7
Baby, now that I've found you I won't let you go
            Gm
I build my world around you
            D           E
I need you so, baby even though
                  G             A
You don't need me n-ow,

D     D7                             G5maj7
Baby, now that I've found you I won't let you go
            Gm
I build my world around you
        D               E
I need you so, baby, even though
            G                  A            D           C..G..D, C..G..D        
You don't need me, you don't need me , no, no

D               E              
Baby, baby, when first we met
   G                    A
I knew in this heart of mine
D                               E
That you were someone I couldn't forget
   G                    A
I (sit'n write) and I bide my time.
B                     F#m       B
Spent my life looking for that somebody
       B             F#m                B    B..Bb..A
To make me feel like you
A                        Em 
Now you tell me that you want to leave me
     G             A  
But darling I just can't let you......
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[break]

Baby, baby, when first we met
I knew in this heart of mine
That you were someone I couldn't forget
I (sit'n write) and I bide my time.
Spent my life looking for that somebody
To make me feel like you
Now you tell me that you want to leave me
But darling I just can't let you......

Now that I've found you...
I build my world around you...

Baby, now that I've found you I won't let you go
I build my world around you
I need you so, baby even though
You don't need me now

[Thanks to Scotty A for corrections]
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